
This is the all-new Year Two Newsletter! 

It’s great to have had full week with our classes and the children have 

continued to enjoy our ‘It’s a Bug’s Life!’ topic. Great posters have come in 

and photos of various bug hunts too so thanks again for your 

contributions from home. 

Please have your child bring in water bottle everyday especially with next 

week looking to be quite warm.  With PE being outdoors please have your 

child wear trainers to school on a Monday for Turquoise and Amber and a 

Tuesday for Indigo. PE kits won’t be worn this term so any already in 

school will be coming home. 

Subject How You Can Help at Home 
English- Descriptive writing 

 
This week we will take inspiration from the classic film, ‘Honey, I 

Shrunk the Kids!’ We will be creating miniature versions of 
ourselves and – using a secret shrinking spray – will be shrunk to 

the size of an ant. The children will then go on an adventure in our 
school wildlife garden, encountering a range of bugs as big as 

themselves. 
 

From this the children will right descriptions of the bugs they come 
across in their miniature adventure. Looking at nouns, adjectives 

and utilising expanded noun phrases to add detail to their writing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Try to keep the shrinking a secret as it will be a bit of a 

surprise for them on Monday!* 
 

If you go on any bug hunts or find out about any minibeasts/ 
insects over the weekend, why not have your child take a 

closer look at them so they can describe them. Do encourage 
the use of adjectives in the descriptions. 

  

Maths – Partitioning Numbers 
 

In Maths we will be partitioning numbers. We can partition 
numbers in a variety of ways not just tens and ones, which we look 

at this week using resources and part whole models. 
58 

5 tens 8 ones 
4 tens and 18 ones 

30 and 28 etc. 
The children will also use a place value chart to aid their 

understanding of Place Value. 
My number is 48. It has 4 tens and 8 ones 

 

 

See if your child can tell you the missing part then have them 
think about how many more ways they can partition 37 or 

another 2-digit number of their choice. 
Feel free to have them bring it in for our Maths working wall. 

 

 
 
 

 



Science – Living, Non-Living, Never Alive 
 

We will discuss what we learnt last week and we will learn about 
how we know what is living, non-living and never been alive. 

 

 
 
 

Have a look at some of the things on your kitchen e.g. some 
pots and pans, a wooden spoon, some vegetables, some 

potted herbs. Challenge your child to label them living, non- 
living and never been alive. 

Art – It’s Bug’s Life 
 

 
The children will continue with observational drawing and 

sketching insects (that are no longer alive). We will continue to  
really encourage them to use their eyes and draw what they see 
and not from imagination. Along with sketching they will also be 

using pastels. 
 

Continue encouraging them to draw what they see as 
accurately as they can and not in a stylised manner. Send in 

anything they put to paper! 

Computing – It’s a Bug’s Life 
It been a long time since a lot of the children even saw a mouse, so 

we’re getting them used to using the mice and keyboards again. 
We’ll be getting them type up more bug facts and questions and 

add clip-art to brighten up their text. 

Do you have a PC or laptop at home that your child could 
practice typing on? They could type out one or two very 

simple sentences into Word or a similar programme. 

 
Phonics 

 
We’ll be recapping Phase 5, we’ve already hit up au as in haunted, 

ey as in monkey, a_e as in snake, e_e as in even, i_e as in slide, 
o_e as in bone and u_e as in cube. 

 
 

 
How many of these sounds can your child spot in the books 
they read this weekend? Can they spot any other digraphs 

(two letters that make one sound) that make the same 
sounds? 

 



 


